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The humanity of the voice 

 

My name is Roger Krebs and I am a bass. 

I love my roles and my expressive repertoire because being a bass, on 

stage you never happen to perfom the typical young beautiful hero but 

often you have to tranform yourself into human beings with much more 

darkness and drama and tragedy (such as for example King Philip in Don 

Carlos). You have to be the villain or outcast, the one who lost his 

balance or the one people laugh at, the desperate, obsessed or sometimes 

the ridiculous, and to be able to understand characters like this and make 

my audience understand, I have to understand what brought them there. 

What they miss. What hurts them. I think for an artist this is an 

enormous opportunity to learn. So luckily, my profession teaches me to 

look into the depth of human soul and give it form with the 

corresponding deep voice – and I must say that I never wanted to do 

something else but to explore – singing – the „rough edges“. 

Maybe because – growing up in Swizzerland – I am a child of the 

mountains and of a sometimes quite „rough landscape“. I love nature and 

even as a child or teenager, walking through it or hiking (which every 

Swiss person does) instinctively filled me with the desire to sing. And 

singing in the nature for me is a spiritual experience.  

When I discovered the power of my voice I immediately knew I wanted 

to try my luck and work with it so that it could bring the happiness of 

singing to both the world and me. No other instrument is so personal and 
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human and touching like the voice. But then, in reality, it turned out that 

this decision to be a singer meant (and still means) a really long way to 

go. My family wanted me to learn a „real“ profession, first, which I did – 

becoming a Swiss chocolatier (because what I love second best is to be a 

cook or pastry-cook!). But in the meantime I never gave up following 

my true dream, I took singing lessons with Dennis Hall in Bern and 

studied musical theory with composer Margit Zimmermann. And 

afterwards I felt it was time to take all the consequences and finally 

pursue my aim – even if it means sacrifices or incertainty. I went to 

Germany to study at the Peter-Cornelius-Konservatorium in Mainz, I 

was a scholarship holder of the famous „Münchner Singschul´“ founded 

by August Everding, but still I had a long way to go because I found out 

that learning some technique doesn´t mean finding your technique and 

your true way of singing.  

I worked with various wonderful teachers such as Kurt Moll or Harald 

Stamm and I learned a lot from all of them, finding out about the right 

mode or balance. But the most important teaching experience was and 

still is the interchange with David L. Jones (in New York or Europe, via 

skype or mail or telephone) about all the many facets and dimensions of 

singing. 

And – as I believe nothings happens by accident or meaningless – 

cooking is still my favourite hobby, a wonderful possibility for me to 

relax as well as certainly an art of its own. 

  

 


